THE STRUGGLE AGAINST THE NT INTERVENTION

SPECIAL PUBLIC FORUM MARKING HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

ABORIGINAL LEADERS SPEAK OUT:
“Stronger Futures” means Stolen Futures

with special guest speakers

ROSALIE KUNOTH MONKS and AMELIA PANGARTE KUNOTH-MONKS
from Utopia community, Central Australia

JEFF MCMULLEN
CEO (Honorary), Ian Thorpe Foundation for Youth

Join us to hear voices in the fight for Aboriginal rights discuss the shifting terrain in the struggle against the NT Intervention: a new government in the NT, community attempts to evict Intervention and Shire bosses from their land and the fight to stop the national expansion of income management. All welcome.

6.30pm Thursday 6 December
Tom Mann Theatre, 136 Chalmers St, Surry Hills

Hosted by Stop the Intervention Collective Sydney (STICS)
www.stoptheintervention.org or call Jean on 0449 646 593